Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, June 16, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:00 am Pacific/AZ

Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Erin Posthumus (NCO); Natalie DuMont (Solano Resource Conservation
District), Suzanne Mrozak (Arnold Arboretum); Laurie Heupel (NCTC), Jennifer Jones (FWS-Yreka, CA, Schoolyard Habitat
Program), Sue Wilder (FWS-Gulf Coast Phenology Trail), Nina Lagpacan (NPS-Rocky Mountain National Park, SCA Intern)

TAKE AWAYS:
- You can answer phenology questions in a little as a year with regular data collection
- Combine science and education questions for sustainability
- Report length of time you observed for animals and the number you saw for your data to be included in
outputs for people to see the interactions.
Introductions & Celebration of Success!
- Natalie – Solano Resource Conservation District Education team – she does field trips for 3rd graders and
uses phenology as a topical area. Prior to this worked with land trust in Solano. Connected with local
Audubon and Susan Mazer from CPP. Could tap into them for species and management phenology questions
- Jennifer Jones – Schoolyard habitat coordinator in Yreka, CA and is a wildlife biologist hasn't had a chance to
do natures notebook yet but took the course in the fall. Would like to incorporate NN into some of the
schoolyard habitat program.
- Nina – Rocky Mountain NP, SCA intern. Just finished grad school and just set up a group to do phenology
monitoring at the park
- Suzanne – Arnold Arboretum in Boston, Tree Spotters program. Just finished planning a summer barbeque
for the volunteers and are going to add a site at a nearby cemetery – they might also add some species to
monitor. Scheduled a meet and greet with them to see if they are interested in monitoring some of the
three trees that they have on the list
- Sue Wilder – GCPT – Ecologist. Participated in a workshop that LA and Erin hosted last year, and they
decided to launch a phenology trail last year. Have a core group of people and a few sites that are refuges,
arboretum, park service, private groups, etc. in a year and a half they have a 100-mile virtual trail and are
looking at phenology of plants and animals.
Discussion Topic: A review of our new Visualization Tool enhancements and how to use it to answer science
and management questions
- Management question driven projects in FWS – if you lead with Education it is sometimes harder to decide
what species to select without guidance. But if you can partner with a management or research group that
makes it easier. The tools that we have could be a big selling point – if you can partner with a local
researcher, land manager, non-profit, who is interested in phenology, then they can help you decide what to
monitor based upon what is or is not yet available data-wise, in the National Phenology Database
- Erin demo-ed our new enhancements using several examples that are outlined on our National Wildlife
Refuge Partnership page (www.fws.usanpn.org)
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- Valle de Oro Urban Wildlife Refuge, Albuquerque, NM – they are doing a restoration project from ag to
native bosque. They’ve selected several species that should occur in that ecosystem to track and determine
a baseline of what is present or absent and what is changing. They are also interested in monitoring the
invasive species, Siberian elm, so they can better time eradication projects. Nature’s Notebook will help
define how the ecosystem is evolving – establishing baselines for plants and birds, and provide valuable data
to local resource managers both on and off refuge. This group uses almost entirely volunteers to collect their
data, on a regular schedule, and they have been gathering observations for about 3 years. There are about
10 regular folks who are making observations.
- Midway Atoll NWR – using NN to monitor invasive Verbesina. Island in the pacific. They needed to decide
how to time their eradication to make their efforts most effective. Thus they wanted to know when it fruits
and goes to seed, and are pulling it. They started tracking last year, with regular observations, using one
intern and one permanent staff. They now have enough phenology info in just a year to find out how often
they need to send out people to the refuge.
- One the Midway Atoll landing page (www.fws.usanpn.org) you can see their questions, phenology info that
has been uncovered over a year’s worth of observation, and a phenology calendar. Erin used the Vis Tool
and the enhancements to determine when these phenophase are happening and are at their peak
- How?
o First, set filters using the tools on the left side – can set it for plants and animals, or partner groups
o Once those are set, the mapping tool becomes active
o We now have a new activity curve tool – that you can view the intensity and abundance measures
o Select different metrics to display – total yes records is the default, over a month long period. For
Verbesina on midway – no yes reports for the species and phase. You can also extend the period of
time and metrics.
o Proportion of yes records – how many of them were yeses vs a no record. That will display the peak
in intensity – when the most number of plants were showing a yes vs a no.
o Can also compare years, over lay them.
- Erin is going to make tutorial videos for this tool will be coming soon.
- Line interpolation – changes what it looks like in terms of the shape of the curve – connecting each of the
points, steps, or smooth out the curves
- Sue – number of fruits and flowers for invasive flowers – looking at the intensity – could be displayed on this
visualization – maybe add that next year. Intensity in terms of the number of individual plants with this info,
not necessarily the intensity bins in our data set.
- Jennifer – can you compare more than 3 year years of info. Looking at multiple years at a time. Still have 2 or
three years, it slows down the computation and the visual ability to read it.
- Activity Curves! Tie the phenology of animals back to the plant phenology. Animal data plots – Saguaros and
white winged dove migrant that spends winters in Mexico and follows the saguaro blooms as it migrates
north and then nests, then it returns south in the fall
- Add the white winged dove and saguaro using the filters. Different metrics for animals. We monitor animals
at the site level and not the individual level. Total animals that are in the phase. This looks at the abundance
or number that were reported (answering the intensity question with the yes you see an active individual).
Time reporting for animals is important – so you can record how many you see while you were out there.
Also recording the area of your site for animals is helpful – If this is not recorded, then the data are not
included in the input.
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- On the display you can see saguaros were flowering in mid may – peak – and white wing doves showed up in
march and peak in June.
- This helps people look at interaction questions they can answer with their phenology data
- Could be super useful for hummingbird or pollinator work!
- Average Growing Degree Day tool – useful for pest management. Spring indices – models of the biological
start of spring, based on many years worth of data from cloned plants (early bloomer like the lilac). We can
plot how much temperature has accumulated this year. There are two base temps that you can look at 32F
and 50F. You can see the amount of heat that has accumulated this year.
- If you are interested in when a particular insect is active – groups like extension have figured out the range
of when a species of insect (fore example) is active. You can put a mask on the map that demos when that
threshold is being met. You can also click on the map and see exactly how many GDD have accumulated for
that 2km pixel. Can also compare that to a 30-year average. Provides an estimate of the date that the
threshold might be reached. The climate data in Data Download Tool is from Daymet. The gridded data is
coming from the NOAA data – center for environmental prediction. RTMA (Real-time mesoscale analysis)
and URMA (Un-Restricted Mesoscale Analysis). The data we chose has to do with resolution – we wanted to
make sure that it matched a 2km pixel. Jennifer is looking for temp and precip data for a finer resolution for
salamander data The data sources are at the bottom of the AGGD page
https://www.usanpn.org/data/agdd_maps
- Natalie – plant and animal species how do I see the species choices – there is a list on the database in the
filter tool.
- Find a local scientist to ask what questions they might have and how you can engage volunteers in helping
collect data
- Can filter to only see the Yes observations on the map – looking at sites that have seen those species within
the time period. You can now find where people have already seen something this year, in a map view.
How could you use these tools?
- (Jennifer) kids are tech savvy – going through the examples with kids can help them come up with realworld
examples
- (Jennifer) monarch projects – use the tools to show them where the monarchs were reported, or can also
look at nectar plants or milkweeds, and when the leaves are on the plant available for the caterpillars. When
are they flowering.
- (Nina) Could also help with understanding the interaction between limber pine and Clark’s nutcracker and
the changes in their interaction as the climate changes
Next time
-

Topic up for grabs!

Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned – 10:59am Pacific/AZ time
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